Vitature® Overview

Vitature® Simplifies Supplier Qualification and the Management of Data and Documentation.
Vitature® is the cloud-based solution that digitizes, standardizes, and centralizes the data, documentation,
and processes required for regulatory compliance. Dietary supplement manufacturers and raw material
suppliers use Vitature to increase transparency and compliance, bring products to market faster, and
eliminate time-consuming data entry processes and multiple data repositories.

Raw Material Management Capabilities
Leverage Vitature to research and build raw material specifications, qualify suppliers and their products
against those specifications, manage expiring compliance documentation, build bulk formulas, and
substantiate label claims.
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Vitature® Overview

Data entry and low-value tasks take
up 86% of the time for high-value
people.

Digitization and automation reduce time spent on low-value tasks
like manual data entry.

Most businesses don’t know how
many of their ingredients are
incompliant at any given time.

Real-time reports aid business-critical decisions and help you

On average, businesses use 4–5
different tools to see all associated
data and documentation for one
ingredient.

Single source of truth for all compliance data and documentation,

understand audit risk.

accessible across teams—no more multiple shared folders or
spreadsheets.

Reduce Regulatory Risk
• Dashboard visibility of all raw material projects with statuses and
notifications.
• Maintain Part 11 compliance with electronic signatures, digital
audit trails, and expiration tracking.
• Build bulk formulas and see all raw materials associated with
them to substantiate label claims, and to determine formulation
changes and how new materials might affect a product.

Increase Efficiency
• Find finished raw materials and those in process and see what
needs approval and what is still outstanding.
• Automate the supplier and material qualification processes.

What Companies Are Saying:
“We have a lot of quality people
doing clerical work.”
“We already have seven people
managing compliance
documentation and we can’t keep
up.”
“Every department has some of the
material documentation . . . Nothing
is in one location.”
“I don’t have the budget to hire more
people to manage our raw materials
in R&D.”

Speed Time-to-Market
• Identify and qualify supply chain partners and ingredient sources via material specification templates, built
with guidance from the SIDI (Standardized Information on Dietary Ingredients) Work Group.
• Leverage the Smart Ingredient Taxonomy to create material specifications; it contains over 19,000
ingredients identified from various sources, including supplement labels and MeSH taxonomy. Regulatory
notices, legal statuses, known side effects, and potential interactions are also available.
• Build structure/function claims using the Vitature Science Database which includes over 300,000 citations
curated by subject matter experts.
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